
70cm Clothes Rack Stand Storage Shelves Modern Coat Tree

RRP: $149.95

Experience the convenience of our extra strong bamboo shelves designed

to efficiently organize heavy clothing, shoes, accessories, boxes, and

shoe racks. Need more room? No problem. You have the option to

remove the bottom clothes rail, allowing you to store oversized dresses,

coats, and robes while maximizing space.

We pay attention to even the smallest details. The thickened crossbars

and strong load-bearing capacity ensure that your items are safely stored.

Our reliable wall design includes an anti-dumping device on the back,

providing enhanced stability. The wardrobe features elegantly curved

corners for a sleek look and a reasonable height that allows for easy

access to your clothes. Moreover, the appropriate height from the ground

makes cleaning a breeze.

Our wardrobe is crafted from 100% natural bamboo, ensuring an

environmentally friendly choice. Bamboo is a rapidly renewable resource

that grows sustainably, making it a durable and stable material. By

choosing our wardrobe, you contribute to a greener future without

compromising on quality or style. Our wardrobe is straightforward and

quick to assemble. The package includes individual parts for the clothes

rack, along with five coat hooks for added convenience. We provide clear

instructions and all the necessary assembly materials, ensuring a hassle-

free setup. Please note that decorative items are not included in the

package.

Choose our bamboo wardrobe and enjoy the perfect combination of

functionality, sustainability, and thoughtful design!

***Note:

1. Please note that the color tone of the picture may be slightly different

from the actual product due to lighting effects, brightness/contrast

settings of the monitor, etc.

2. This size information is just for reference and is based on average only.

Please allow 1-2cm error due to each being manually measured.

3. Please don't overload the rack of more than 100kg, otherwise it may tilt

or fall down.

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Dark Wood
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